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 It is commonly believed that good security improves trust and that the perceptions of 

good security and trust will ultimately increase the use of electronic commerce. In this 

research we examine issues related to security from the viewpoint of customers this 

study proposes a conceptual model that delineates the determinants of consumer's 
perceived security and perceived trust as well as the effects of perceived security and 

perceived trust on the use of systems. To test the model structural equation modeling is 

employed to analyze data collected from 154 respondents in Kermanshah that they were 
customers of three bank in Kermanshah who have bank cards and have chance to buy 

and pay through internet. This research provides a theoretical foundation for academics 

and also practical guidelines for service providers in dealing with the security aspects of 
systems. Result of this research shows the positive impact of security statement 

technical protection transaction procedures on both perceived security and perceived 

trust which between those factor technical protection have the most impact on 
perceived security and perceived trust and finally on eps use. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Extending and improvement of information technology and the advent of virtual era caused the most 

intense wave of change in human life. Among them, electronic commerce as one of the countries crucial 

economic development is the prominent one. Electronic commercecovering the various activities such as 

exchanging of electronic Goods and services, , immediate delivery of digital content, electronic funds transfer, 

Electronic stock trading, electronic bills of lading, commercial projects, combined Design and engineering 

ofsource finding, , Government purchases, direct marketing and after sales services [6]. 

 Today, electronic commerce as one of the countries crucial economic development is Obvious. Among 

them, some international organizations, most notably, the United Nations Commission of International Trade 

Law,began to approve related legislation in accordance with Promoting and facilitate electronic commerce. 

 Successful management of financial marketing deal of electronic systems depends on identifying the latest 

tools, methods, prerequisites aspects of it. With the advent of new technologies marketing fund in general 

andstock exchange in particular makes changes in financial behavior that other marketing participants, including 

public and private natural or legal persons should integrate and take advantage of tools and various subjects and 

it will be more efficient. 

 Issues Introduction related to the electronic stock exchange is carried out recently in Iran, although it still 

has a long way to achieve the desired status. [4]. Implementing systems for electronic transactions at the 

international level have grown significantly and new stock markets are almost all electronics. Marketing 

structure of an electronic trading system, including rules and laws that determine the operational mechanisms of 

electronic trading, the price rate and information of stock exchange in this market [5]. 

 Electronic stock that is one the aspect ofelectronic commerce has a developing system in countries like 

France and England and United States. While areas such as marginal Asia, the Pacific, stimulating the growth of 

this industry. Compared to the traditional stock method, electronic stock has desirable features include: 

transaction costs Reduction, Remove excessive amounts and professional mediators, not requiring the 
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presenceof party's transaction at a physical location (Stock Exchange),Reduce transaction time for a few 

seconds,and facilitate the factorized process and the stock integration. 

 But however the electronic stock systems in the areas of electronic commerce can cause serious risk for 

clients, including Security issues and trust to this system in transaction that takes place between people in 

Internet. Due to factors that can impact on security and Investor perceived trust,this study attempts to assess the 

effects of security and trust in the electronic stock systems in the field of electronic commerce. 

 While knowledge has little life in this field, a review of the literature on trust and security in electronic 

commerce is amazing due to its resourcefulness. Definition of trust is typically difficult [2]. Especially because 

of its various meanings [3]. For this reason, unlike the tremendous efforts in research, there is not a general 

definition about trusted [5]. 

 Trust is a multidimensional phenomenon that associated with certain understanding of associated risks and 

is dependent on the individual background. In addition, trust building is a dynamic process that involves several 

stages. Technological trust are taken by security mechanism and Standardized commercial process available in 

electronic commerce technologies. The principle of technological trust Include technical safety principle, 

safeguards, and controlled working mechanism intended to provide a reliable trading through standardized 

processes and researcher mechanism in the context of electronic commerce technology.so we should take 

considerable consideration on improvement and make use of security systems. 

 Since the electronic commerce industry move forward because of its proper performance, so in many 

cases,security has been seen as an obstacle to innovation in electronic commerce.so,the lack of security in 

commerce systems from the perspective of economists are fully rational. Even though it is undesirable from the 

viewpoint of users. 

 

The research hypotheses: 

 Technical principles has positive and significance effect on customers' perceived security in electronic stock 

exchange. 

- Technical principles has positive and significance effect on customers' perceived trust in electronic stock 

exchange. 

- Information security control has positive and significance effect on customers' perceived security in electronic 

stock exchange. 

- Information security control has positive and significance effect on customers' perceived trust in electronic 

stock exchange. 

-Perceived security in electronic stock exchange has a positive relationship with customers' perceived trust in 

electronic stock exchange. 

-Perceived security in electronic stock exchange has a positive and significance effect with customer's use of 

electronic stock exchange. 

-Perceived trust in electronic stock exchange has a positive and significance effect with customer's use of 

electronic stock exchange. 

 

Research method: 

 The present study is a descriptive survey research that during the implementation process, it seeks to 

describe the relationship between known risk factors associated with customer's perceived trust and security of 

electronic stock exchange. 

 First by explaining theoretical principal of the research and describing of current condition, information are 

collected by giving Questionnaire and distributing it,then, have been analyzed by using the spss16 statistical 

software and Amos. 

 And it is practical in view point of goal.And the purpose of which is to develop practical knowledge in a 

particular field.In other words, applied research, is driven in line with practical application of knowledge. 

 Statistical population include experts, worker and customers of stock organization that has the duty of the 

internet stock buying and selling.Questionnaire Scale measurement consist of Fifth option Likert scale 5 option.  

 In addition to the question that assessing the research hypotheses, 5 Questions has been asked about the 

respondents' characteristics, including age, gender, education level, respondents job that were as a closed 

answers. 

 Through this scale, it can be determined sensitivity attitude and transferability and credibility of 

respondent.in order to investigate the relationship between independent and dependent variables and 

investigating research hypothesis, Pearson correlation coefficient is used by using the Spss software. 

 Furthermore, in order to test a causal relation between the assessing components, structural equation 

between variables Relationships has modeled using Amos software. 
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Discussion and conclusions: 
 First hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock 

exchange and customer's perceived trust of electronic stock exchange. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock exchange and customer's 

perceived trust of electronic stock exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock exchange and customer's perceived 
trust of electronic stock exchange. 

EMBED 
Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the first hypothesis is as follows: in 99% 

confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01,And thus reject the null hypothesis 

and accept the opposite assumption.it means that There is a significance relationship between Perceived 

security in electronic stock exchange and customer's perceived trust of electronic stock exchange. 

 Spearman rank correlation between these two variant is 0.52 which indicates a positive relationship 

between them. 

 
Table 1: Spearman correlation test between Perceived security and perceived trust. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Perceived security 
perceived trust 

0.520 0.000 exist 

 

 Second hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock 

exchange and customer's use of electronic stock exchange. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock exchange and customer's use of 

electronic stock exchange 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship between Perceived security in electronic stock exchange and customer's use of 
electronic stock exchange 

EMBED 
Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the second hypothesis is as follows: in 

99% confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between 

Perceived security in electronic stock exchange and customer's use of electronic stock exchange. Spearman rank 

correlation between these two variant is 0.659 which indicates a positive relationship between them. 

 
Table 2: Spearman correlation test between Perceived security and customer's use. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Perceived security 
customer's use 

0.520 0.000 exist 

 

 Third hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Perceived trust in electronic stock 

exchange and customer's use of electronic stock exchange. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship Perceived trust in electronic stock exchange and customer's use of electronic 

stock exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship Perceived trust in electronic stock exchange and customer's use of electronic stock 

exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the third hypothesis is as follows: in 99% 

confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null hypothesis 

and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between Perceived trust in 

electronic stock exchange and customer's use of electronic stock exchange. Spearman rank correlation between 

these two variant is 0.622 which indicates a positive relationship between them. 

 
Table 3: Spearman correlation test between Perceived trusts by use of investors. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Perceived security 

investor's use 

0.622 0.000 exist 

 

 Fourth hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived 

security in stock exchange investors. 
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Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived security in stock exchange investors EMBED 

Equation.3 

there is a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived security in stock exchange investors EMBED 

Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the fourth hypothesis is as follows: in 

99% confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between 

Technical protection and Perceived security in stock exchange investors. Spearman rank correlation between 

these two variant is 0.621 which indicates a positive relationship between them. 

 
Table 4: Spearman correlation test between Perceived securities by use of investors. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Technical protection 

Perceived security 

0.621 0.000 exist 

 

 Fifth hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived trusts 

in stock exchange clients. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived trusts in stock exchange clients. EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship between Technical protection and Perceived trusts in stock exchange clients. EMBED 
Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the fourth hypothesis is as follows: in 

99% confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between 

Technical protection and Perceived trusts in stock exchange clients. Spearman rank correlation between these 

two variant is 0.633. 

 
Table 5: Spearman correlation test between Technical protection and Perceived trusts. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Technical protection 
Perceived security 

0.633 0.000 exist 

 

 Sixth hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Information security control and 

customers' perceived security in electronic stock exchange. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Information security control and customers' perceived security in 

electronic stock exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship between Information security control and customers' perceived security in 

electronic stock exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 

 

 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the fourth hypothesis is as follows: in 

99% confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between 

Information security control and customers' perceived security in electronic stock exchange. Spearman rank 

correlation between these two variant is 0.715. 

 
Table 6: Spearman correlation test between Information security control and customers' perceived security. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Information security control 
Perceived security 

0.715 0.000 exist 

 

 Seventh hypothesis test: there is a significance relationship between Information security control and 

customers' perceived trust in electronic stock exchange. 

 

Statistical hypothesis of this hypothesis is: 
There isn’t a significance relationship between Information security control and customers' perceived trust in electronic 

stock exchange. 
EMBED 

Equation.3 

There is a significance relationship between Information security control and customers' perceived trust in electronic 

stock exchange. 

EMBED 

Equation.3 
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 Spearman correlation test results assuming bilateral level 0.01 for the fourth hypothesis is as follows: in 

99% confidence level, the significance level is equal to 0.000 and less than 0.01, and thus reject the null 

hypothesis and accept the opposite assumption. It means that there is a significance relationship between 

Information security control and customers' perceived trust in electronic stock exchange. Spearman rank 

correlation between these two variant is 0.724. 

 
Table 7: Spearman correlation test between Information security control and customers' perceived trust. 

Variant name correlation coefficient Significance number(sig) significance relationship 

Information security control 
Perceived trust 

0.724 0.000 exist 

 

The fitting linear model of an electronic market system: 

 In this section, using multiple linear regression, the model using for electronic exchange system is fitting 

based on security and trust variant of electronic exchange system.so stepwise regression method was used. In 

this method, after the arrival of each variable, the model nicely check whether the presence variables are 

removable or not. 

 But before it can be used multiple linear regression, it is necessary to consider that in each linear regression 

model, there are several assumptions that with considering the validity of them, the regression results are valid 

and otherwise we should build alternative models. These pre assumptions are: 

1) The mean errors are zero 

2) Despite the unknown features of error variance, it is fixed. 

3) the error covariance is zero 

 These three pre assumption means that the errors (residuals) have normal distribution with mean zero and 

constant variance (Azkia, 2003). Accordingly, we must first prove that the errors have normal distribution with 

mean zero. 

 To check the assumption of normality of the errors we used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with the following 

hypothesis: 
Residuals have normal distribution 

ii eoH :0
 

Residuals haven’t normal distribution 

ii eoH :0
 

 

Test results are as follows: 
Table 8: the results Kolmogorov - Smirnov test assumption to check the normality of residuals. 

 
 

 Since the sig = 0.393 is greater than 0.05, so the null hypothesis is not rejected and therefore it can be said 

that the residual have normal distribution. The histogram charts, PP and QQ can be used to check the normality 

of the residuals. 

 

Suggestions:  

 The results are clearly shown the technical protection variant role over perceived trust and security and 

finally use of electronic exchange system. A lot of customers because the fear of using their personal 

information by others, Aside from their use. Therefore, more attention of authorities and those who work in the 

field of electronic commerce, with a method, client consumed information save and preserve safely by specific 

policies such as standardization. 

 In this research, the direct influence of perceived security in increasing the customers trust in electronic 

stock exchange and so increasing and improving the use of electronic exchange systems has verified. So Due to 

the greater importance of security, planning and designing of such factor that makes the security more tightened 

is very necessary. 
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 By use of encoding mechanism, we can achieve electronic exchange. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The final model Research. 
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